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Sunday, November 13,
2022. 12:00 pm Pot Luck
Lunch and in-person
Fossil Club meeting. At
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Harms Gallery, Calvert
Marine Museum. Hybrid
with a Zoom feed for the
lecture. Our speaker at
3:00 will be JP Hodnett
from Dinosaur Park: “The
World of Dinosaur Park!”

Richard (Dick) Chee Chung Hu died on August 30, 2022 at the age of 86.
Dick was born in Shanghai, China on December 25, 1935. The family
moved from Shanghai to Honolulu in 1948. He attended Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore from which he graduated with a BSc degree in
Industrial Engineering in 1958. He received an MS in Systems
Engineering from George Washington University in 1973.
Most of his career was spent with agencies that were part of the
Department of Defense. He worked for the Army at the Ballistic Research
Lab at Aberdeen Proving Ground, the Naval Ordnance Lab in Silver
Spring, and Sea Systems Command and Air Systems Command in Crystal
City, Virginia. From the Navy Annex, he saw the plane crash into the
Pentagon on 9-11.
Edited
from:
Hu.amp.html

https://somd.com/announcements/obits/name/20914-Richard-Chee-

For years, Dick volunteered in the fossil preparation lab at the
Museum and helped in the field. Yes, rocket scientist/paleontologist.  The
above photo was taken along Calvert Cliffs south of Plum Point. Dick
(right) was helping build the “Great Wall of China” to keep the rising tide
at bay during our excavation of a long-snouted dolphin skull. (Yasemin
Tulu, left, Stephen Godfrey, center). Photo by John Nance.
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President’s Column

SharkFest Made Memorable

Greetings Fossil Club Members I hope you are all doing well. It certainly is
nice to have the heat of summer behind us and the cool
days of fall starting. I just wish we didn't have as much
sand on the beaches; it seems to be pretty bad this
year.
We were able to at least get one trip in since
our last newsletter so please if you have access think
about inviting the Fossil Club to your beach. I heard
some nice things were found on the recent trip!
We are coming up on the end of year so just a
reminder if you're assisting the Paleo Department in
any way to please fill out a volunteer form. All the
hours that can be documented count towards grant
money, matching programs etc... So please don't
forget about doing this.
Many Thanks to Mike Elwood for donating
his extensive collection to the Calvert Marine
Museum!!! I should have mentioned that publicly in
the last meeting and I forgot, so my apologies. Also
very cool to see the compressed cetacean vertebrae
that he found get some national attention.
My idea of having a Fossil Club cookout event
at a beach just didn't work out this year but I haven't
given up on the idea. Hopefully, we can get one
scheduled in 2023 with a little bit more forethought
and planning on my part.
In addition, there is some succession planning
in the works. This will be my last term as President
and I have the intention of flipping positions going
back down on the role of Vice-President. Stephen
Groff intends on moving up from Vice-President to
President. Our club elections aren't till April so you
still have to put up me for a while.
Hope everyone stays safe and I'll see you all at
the potluck meeting in November!
Submitted by Paul R. Murdoch Jr. ☼

Ricky Guitian (right) and family had a great time at
SharkFest. He brought along the biogenic (?)
mineral specimen pictured below. Photo submitted by
Rachelle Guitian. ☼

An ironstone/ferricrete find from along Calvert Cliffs.
How the surface knobs formed is a mystery, at least to
me. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Dinosaur Mummy…
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2022/0
9/13/complete-dinosaur-skeleton-skinmummy/10369447002/
Submitted by Mike Ellwood. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Mike and Kathy Ellwood Donate
Fossil Collection to CMM

Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼

Swatara Gap
(A Blast from the Past)

Dave Bohaska submitted this ‘historic’ photo of a
CMM Fossil Club field trip to Swatara Gap, a famous
CMM has been the beneficiary of a major donation of
Ordovician locality. “We checked the main road cut
fossils from Mike and Kathy Ellwood. The scientific
first, and then went below the bridge where there was
value of this collection is to be found in the detailed
more material. They closed the road cut to collecting
records that Mike kept of where the fossils were
long ago, since a major highway had cars and truck
collected. In paleontology, location is everything.
speeding by, and moved material to a state park.
Knowing where in time and place a fossil came from
From left to right: Unknown, but I think one of Bob
preserves its scientific value. Here (from left to right)
and Mary Novotny’s daughters, Norm Riker, Dave
Marcus Jones, Stephen Groff, Dr. Victor Perez,
Bohaska, Paula Bohaska, Sandy Roberts, Pete
David Hoppe, and (foreground) CMM Paleo
Ferguson, Bob Novotny (professor geology at St.
Collections Manager, John Nance, help to move
Marys College), and Gene Hartstein (member DVPS,
some of the collection to the Museum’s pickup truck
who often helped me out by arranging field trips to
(following photo).
PA and NJ). Tried to figure out a date from The
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Ecphora, but came up with 16 Nov 1986, 28 Sep 1985,
and “last year” (1984). These dates were referred to
in the schedule, no trip reports with names.” Text and
photo submitted by Dave Bohaska. ☼

Pathological Snaggletooth
Shark Tooth

American Indians used Fossil
Shark Teeth to Ornament Pottery

Domenico Guttadauro brought this nifty
pathological Hemipristis serra (snaggletooth shark)
tooth to SharkFest. Notice the split tip. Hand by
Sabrina Tolbert. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Snaggletooth Cast in Gold

This small shard of pottery was found locally by CMM
Paleontology Volunteer Walt Johns. What makes this
find extra special are the curving striations that were
made in the clay before it was fired. It is now known
that Amerindians used the serrated edge of fossil
shark teeth to ornament their pottery and this may
well be another lovely example of that practice.
American Indians collected fossil shark teeth from
along Calvert Cliffs and used them as tools in a
variety of ways and probably also for personal
adornment. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

This lovely snaggletooth pendant, courtesy of Melissa
McCormick, is what a non-pathological snaggletooth
shark tooth would look like. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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An Oddly Completely Polished
Quartz Madison Projectile Point in
The Ecphora

ground but only on the base. In Maryland, Steponaitis
(1980) places the Madison between 1250 and 1600
AD (Late Woodland to Historic Periods). This varies
slightly in other localities. This type was widely used
east of the Mississippi River. There is some confusion
about dividing Late Woodland triangulars into any
other type. The author collected this type in Clay
County, Alabama.
References
Oliver, G. 2022. Tiny projectile point. Ecphora 37(1):
9.
Steponatis, L. C. 1980. A survey of artifact collections
from the Patuxent River Drainage, Maryland.
Maryland Historical Trust Monograph Series
1. Maryland Historical Trust and Maryland
Department of Natural Resources, Annapolis,
MD.
Williams, E. H., Jr. 2022. Adena and Madison
projectile points in The Ecphora. The Ecphora
37(1): 16-17. [532]
Text and photo submitted by Ernest H. Williams, Jr.
☼

Figure 1. Polished quartz Madison Projectile Point
from Calvert Cliffs. Photo by S. Godfrey.

Pilot Whales Killed

This photograph of a quartz projectile point from
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.dolphinproj
Calvert Cliffs, Maryland, appeared in the March 2022
ect.com/blog/pilot-whales-killed-in-seasons-firstissue of The Ecphora (Oliver, 2022). The specimen
faroeseappears to have been naturally polished by tumbling
hunt/__;!!DQNvdwrwp7gU1Q!YfDX66cXDqLVST
in a stream or beach surf. The tip and lower angles
Ipd_FXLhave been rounded off and any flaking edges
iFtAKAZRzQSczc4xNKtlFoxfQwzq77f3c8_gAVW
smoothed, making identification more difficult. This
8ois a small, thin, isosceles triangular point with a
hx8_zmuWczzHQSBDWde38iNA1rEXXMvXp2sM
straight base.
Fw$
This suggests another (Williams, 2022)
Madison Projectile Point. This point is most often
Submitted by Yasemin Tulu. ☼
made from quartz. Some specimens of this point were
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Archaic Points Made from the
Fairhaven Orthoquartzite

These two archaic points (pictured resting on a larger
piece of the source stone) were found in
archaeological context within Calvert County and are
part of the Bob Ogle Collection. The left one is a
Morrow Mountain and the right one a Lamoka. The
Fairhaven, Shattuck Zone (Bed) 2 orthoquartzite
crops out along the Patuxent River and tributaries
from south of Lyon's Creek to north of Lower
Marlboro. Anne Arundel’s Lost Towns is still
processing part of the Ogle collection and has
volunteer opportunities.
http://www.losttownsproject.org/
Text and photo submitted by Bob Wiest. ☼

Large Dolphin Tooth

Peter Moore found this isolated dolphin (?) tooth
along Calvert Cliffs near Cove Point. If the tooth is
odontocete (i.e., a toothed whale) in origin, the
identify of that kind of dolphin remains unknown.
Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Miocene Shark Otic Capsule

Diet of Nodosaur
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/
borealopelta-armored-dinosaur-last-meal-fossilizedin-stunningdetail?rid=F5AD7744BB05CA203439733B7D361A
67&cmpid=org%3Dngp%3A%3Amc%3Dcrmemail%3A%3Asrc%3Dngp%3A%3Acmp%3Deditor
ial%3A%3Aadd%3DSpecialEdition_Escape_202209
14&loggedout=true
Submitted by Doug Alves. ☼

Other than teeth and isolated vertebrae, the fossilized
remains of Miocene sharks are exceedingly rare. That
is why this lone shark otic (ear) capsule was quite the
find by Marcus Jones along the Potomac River. Just
to the right of my index finger, notice the tiny roughly
hexagonal tesserae that comprise much of the rigid
portion of the shark’s skull. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Belemnite Rostra: Evidence from
Ancient Seas
By Ruben Krutzen, MA
Fossils from the Cretaceous Period, for the
most part Maastrichtian, 72.1-66 mya (million years
ago), can be found in Europe. During the Cretaceous,
much of Europe was covered by the Cretaceous sea.
In contrast with Europe, the Western Interior Seaway
inundated America centrally. In the south of the
Netherlands, in Limburg and surrounding areas,
Cretaceous deposits are sometimes exposed. One of
the most common fossils to be found in the glauconite
and chalk-rich layers are fossil ‘squid pens’ or
‘rostrum’ (plural: ‘rostra’). The internal skeletons of
these ancient squid-like creatures are also known as
‘belemnites’. These internal skeletons, that look like
‘cones’, are one of the few remains of these ancient
squid-like creatures that once swam the Cretaceous
sea that covered much of Europe. Just like American
belemnites (Belemnitella americana (Morton, 1830)),
found in Delaware and New Jersey (in the Big Brook
area), Dutch belemnites are often from the
Belemnitella (Belemnitella sp.) species. One of the
most well-known European species (in particular, the
Dutch belemnite specie)s is Belemnitella junior
(Nowak, 1913). Other belemnites include Belemnella
(Pachybelemnella) cimbrica (Birkelund, 1957),
Belemnella (Pachybelemnella) sumensis (Jeletsky,
1949), Belemnella (Pachybelemnella) obtusa (Schulz,
1979) and Belemnitella cf. minor II (Christensen,
1995). Some forms appear to be either B. cimbrica or
B. sumensis (Belemnella ex gr. sumensis/cimbrica).
All these belemnites lived between 70 and 68 or 69
million years ago (B. junior perhaps until 66 mya).

A belemnite reconstruction showing the arms (with
hooks), head with large eyes and body. The last part
of the body (‘tail’ part) has the rostrum within. From
more complete belemnite fossils found in Germany
and other countries (some with body parts), we can be
sure that belemnites were a kind of squid-like or
squid-related animal. Drawing by the author.
Belemnites (Belemnitida (Zittel, 1895)) were
a highly successful group of animals, dating back to
at least the Jurassic (around 200-145 mya), perhaps
even earlier and take their name from the Greek word
‘belemnon’, meaning dart or javelin. They resembled
squid-like animals with a internal skeleton that
consisted of three main parts: rostrum or ‘guard’
(‘back-end’, cone-like structure that has a rostrum
cavum and rostrum solidum), phragmocone (a
chambered structure that is embedded in the alveolus
of the rostrum) and the proostracum or pro-ostracum
(a kind of thin, protective ‘blade’ that extends over the
main part of the body). The rostrum of the belemnite
is also called the ‘guard’ (mainly in the UK). The
outer morphology consists of a streamlined formed
body with leathery skin and a head with two eyes and
ten arms with small (3-6 mm) hooks. No tentacles are
present, in contrast with some modern squid.
Belemnites also had (likely) a ‘siphon’: a kind of tube
that could have expelled water to propel the animal
through the water. In the past, many people thought
that the pencil-like fossils were traces of lightning
strikes or even signs from gods.

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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In Jurassic and Cretaceous deposits, most
belemnites are found preserved with other marine
fossils like ammonites, echinoids, clams and oysters.
In some Jurassic and Cretaceous deposits, especially
in the United Kingdom (Jurassic Coast), Germany
(Bavaria) and the United States (for example in New
Jersey), ammonites (and fragments thereof) can be
found together with belemnites.

complete (missing the tip and end part, the outer
surface is also worn, presumably by the water). The
other belemnites were found in a forest where early
Maastrichtian age sediments, with chalk and
glauconite sands and/or layers, are present (Formatie
van Gulpen, Kalksteen van Vijlen). Parts of the
ground consist of grey clayey and calcareous
marlstones with a relatively high glauconite content.
Photo by the author.

A belemnite with the rostrum: only the back end
consisted of the hard (calcite) rostrum. Proostracum
and phragmocone are seldom preserved. The rest of
the animal was covered by leathery skin. Drawing by
the author.

Cretaceous fossils from Beutenaken, Limburg, The
Netherlands (Formatie van Gulpen, Kalksteen van
Vijlen en Kalksteen van Beutenaken). The chalk-rich
layers around Beutenaken are around 72.2 (top
Beutenaken) to approximately 69 million years old
(base Vijlen 4 is around 69.4 mya). The Beutenaken
Member is latest Campanian instead of an early
Maastrichtian age. The Gulpen Formation (where
these fossils come from) is earliest Late Campanian
to early Late Maastrichtian. Some Echinocorys
scutata (Leske, 1778) or Echinocorys sp. sea urchins
(in flint molds/impressions) and belemnites
Belemnella and/or Belemnitella sp. specimens are
found. The two Echinocorys are around 5-6 cm long.
Most often, the sea urchins are broken and only pieces
are found. In the mentioned area, complete specimens
are rare. The author only found two complete ones
(shown). Most belemnites are broken too, with only
the top or middle part preserved. Belemnites are quite
common in the mentioned area and surrounding area.
These fossils are witnesses of the Cretaceous Sea that
once covered the Netherlands and Europe. Photo and
finds by the author.

Some fossil belemnites (parts of rostra, their internal
skeleton) from Cretaceous chalk-rich layers from
Limburg (the Netherlands). All of these fossils were
found by the author. The longest one is approximately
10 cm. The belemnite on the left was found in a stream
with a maximum depth of 35-40 cm (min around 5-15
cm). That rostrum shows signs of erosion and is not
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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the regulations (information on info sign: no digging
for example).
Not only Cretaceous belemnites, but also
Jurassic belemnites are preserved in some American
states (Wyoming for example). One of the species
found there (Sundance Formation) is Pachyteuthis
densus (Meek & Hayden, 1858). Fossils from the
Sundance Formation in Wyoming are between 168157 million years old.

Some American belemnites. Belemnitella americana
(Morton, 1830) from Big Brook near Marlboro, N.J.
in summer of 2018. Upper Cretaceous, Navesink
Formation. Source photo: Jeffrey P, the Fossil forum.
http://www.thefossilforum.com/index.php?/topic/112
817-belemnitella-americana-morton-1830-andeuropean-belemnitellids/&tab=comments
American belemnites

Two belemnite forms. Belemnites can be complete but
most often, they are found broken. Sometimes, only
fragments are preserved.

In the United States, belemnites can be found
Summary and additional information
where Cretaceous or Jurassic sediments are present. If
you want to collect some belemnites, you can go to
Belemnites were squid-like animals that
New Jersey (Big Brook Area for example: Big Brook
decayed quickly after death (because of their soft skin
Park in Marlboro, NJ) or the C&D (Chesapeake &
and anatomy). Only the hard parts are preserved.
Delaware Canal) if allowed. One of the most common
These hard parts are also called ‘belemnites’ or
belemnite species in some states of the US is the
‘rostra’. In Europe, belemnites can for example be
Cretaceous aged Belemnitella americana (Morton,
found in France, Great Britain (the Jurassic Coast) and
1830). In the states of Delaware and New Jersey,
the Netherlands (Maastrichtian). When you search for
people can find this belemnite alongside other fossils
fossils, look for the ‘bullets’ or cone-like structures in
like shark teeth and brachiopods (also oysters like
sand, water (like creeks or shallow water) or other
Exogyra and Pycnodonte can be found). Belemnitella
deposits. If you want to know which belemnite
americana lived around 70 million years ago in the
species you have found, then there are three main
shallow sea that once covered the area (upper
options available. You can look for literature about
Cretaceous, upper Campanian). Fossils from that
the age of the sediments or layers in your area,
period come from the Mount Laurel Formation (C&D
compare it with literature about fossils that have been
Canal). Fossils from the Big Brook area are from the
found or split the belemnite and measure the internal
Navesink Formation (70-66 mya). Many of the
characteristics of the rostrum (very complex method).
sediments consist of greensand with glauconitic marl.
Or, for certainty, ask an expert!
The Navesink formation can be 14-20 meters deep.
These belemnites can also be found in Poricy Park
References
(Middletown, NJ). Always respect nature and follow
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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in
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Christensen, W.K. 1998. Belemnitella from the lowermost
Maastrichtian of Scania, southem Sweden.
Bulletin of the Geological Society of Denmark,
Vol. 45, pp. 11-21. Copenhagen, 1998-09-25.
Christensen, W.K. 1999. Upper Campanian and Lower
Maastrichtian belemnites from the Mons Basin,
Belgium. Bulletin de l’Institut Royal des Sciences
Naturelles de Belgique, Sciences de la Terre 69,
97–131.
Jagt, J.W.M, & Jagt-Yazykova, E.A. 2012. Stratigraphy of
the type Maastrichtian – a synthesis. Scripta
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Cephalopoda) from the type
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J.W.M., Donovan, S.K. & Jagt Yazykova, E.A.
(eds.), Fossils of the type Maastrichtian (Part 1).
Scripta Geologica Special Issue, 8: 93-111.
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Richards, H., R. Ramsdell, A. Miller, H. Garner, J. Reeside
Jr., A. Jeletzky, H. Roberts, and H. Miller Jr. 1962.
The Cretaceous Fossils of New Jersey, Part II.
Bulletin 61, Bureau of Geology and Topography,
Department of Conservation and Economic
Development, Trenton, NJ.
Schlegelmilch, R. 1998. Die Belemniten des süddeutschen
Jura:
Ein
Bestimmungsbuch
für
Geowissenschaftler
und
Fossiliensammler.
Heidelberg: Spektrum Akademischer Verlag.
Walter, R. 2010. Aachen und nördliche Umgebung:
Mechernicher Voreifel, Aachen Südlimburger
Hügelland und westliche Niederrheinische Bucht

(Sammlung geologischer Führer). Borntraeger,
Stuttgart.
Websites
http://fossilsofnj.com/invertebrates/belemnitella.htm
http://www.fossilspot.com/STATES/NJ.HTM
http://www.fossilspot.com/STATES/WY.HTM
http://www.dgs.udel.edu/delaware-geology/delaware-statefossil-belemnite
http://www.geo.hunter.cuny.edu/bight/navesink.html
http://www.njfossils.net/geology.html
http://www.smrmc.org/uploads/3/4/4/8/3448020/17-0218_delaware_fossil_trip.pdf
http://www.thefossilforum.com/index.php?/topic/88231wyoming-belemnites-vs-nj-belemnites/
https://mrdata.usgs.gov/geology/state/sgmcunit.php?unit=NJKml%3B1
https://ocean.si.edu/ocean-life/invertebrates/cephalopods
https://poricypark.org/fossil-beds
https://www.bgs.ac.uk/discovering-geology/fossils-andgeological-time/belemnites/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navesink_Formation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sundance_Formation
https://www.fossilguy.com/sites/bbrook/index.htm
https://www.fossilguy.com/sites/canal/canal_col.htm
https://www.gea-geologie.nl/tijdschrift-gea/ibooks/ibooksartikelen/belemnieten
https://woostergeologists.scotblogs.wooster.edu/2017/05/12/wo
oster%E2%80%99s-fossils-of-the-week-belemnites-jurassic-ofwyoming/
https://www.wsgs.wyo.gov/wyominggeology/paleontology
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CbOlWeE9ylE

☼

Shark Tattoo at SharkFest

Tricia Branham let me photograph her lovely tattoo
of a great white shark. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Miocene Dolphin Skull Found

CMM Paleontology Intern, Stephen Groff spotted
just a skim of bone (that lighter-colored patch
immediately adjacent to his left hand) protruding
from this cliff along the Potomac River. With
permission from the property owner, we successfully
excavated, this nearly complete skull and lower jaw.
The Miocene remains of the extinct long-snouted
dolphin are now located in our fossil preparation lab
in our main exhibits building and will be prepared
over the coming months. Marcus Jones (lower photo
left) also helped with this excavation.
This Sakrete polymer concrete repair mix worked
particularly well to backfill the vertical front of the
hole because it is formulated for working on vertical
surfaces and its begins to set in 15 minutes. (We are
not sponsored by Sakrete).

As a commitment to the property owner, we backfilled
the hole with a combination of clayey sediments from
the cliffs and polymer concrete mix. Below, CMM
Paleontology Volunteer Bill Prochownik is puzzling
clayey beach blocks into the hole.

Because it was so beastly hot on the day that we chose
to backfilled the hole, this is how CMM Paleo
Volunteer and boating guru Walt Johns very wisely
kept cool when he had the chance. I wasn’t so smart…

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Fossil Finding, a Family History

Here is the completely backfilled hole, which once it
dried “disappear” to resemble the cliff sediments
surrounding it. Photos by S. Godfrey.

While out along Calvert Cliffs with his Dad (Erik
Nelson), Kellan Nelson (age 5, photo below by Erik
Nelson) found this partial and pathological
Carcharodon hastalis shark tooth. Notice how the
enameloid surface of the blade is wrinkled/furrowed
in two places. Early in the flexible formative stages of
this tooth, it was probably compressed from side to
side resulting in these furrows.

We are very grateful to the property owner (right, who
wished to remain anonymous) for his generosity in
allowing CMM to preserve this skull. Photo by S.
Groff. ☼
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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During their visit to the Museum, I was able to show
Kellan the Miocene elephant (gomphothere) partial
tusk from it lower jaw that his Dad had found years
ago when he lived in this area, and then donated it to
the Museum. It’s a lovely example of the very front
end of a lower tusk. Notice how the front end of the
tusk (the left side in the photo) is rounded as a result
of abrasion through use. Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼

Minutes from the CMM Fossil
Club 25 April 2022 Meeting
1. Stephen Groff presiding.
2. Treasurer’s Report (Christa Conant)
$6816.00 balance
39 paid members
14 life members
3. Field trip: May 28, Purse State Park. Details
March Ecphora
4. Smithsonian report (Dave Bohaska):
May 28: Aurora Fossil Festival
New Vaquita (very endangered porpoise in Gulf of
California) exhibit in Natural History Museum Ocean
Hall
April 25 is anniversary of Dave’s first fossil collecting
trip to Calvert Cliffs in 1964
5. Calvert Marine Museum Paleontology
Department report (Stephen Godfrey):
Fossil vertebrates of Calvert Cliffs Volume 2
submitted to Smithsonian Institution Press. Will
include chapters reviewing the diversity of Miocene
turtles and odontocetes. One or two future volumes

planned to include seals, gomphotheres, birds, other
land mammals, and baleen whales.
6. David Hoppe: Intern at CMM studying a
small dolphin skull that Pat Gotsis and John
Nance collected, and Crista Conant prepared.
This will help reveal ontogenetic change in a
fossil dolphin.
7. Victor Perez: Received a National Science
Foundation grant to use machine learning with
fossil sharks. Anyone can submit images
(include scale bar) to My Fossil. Will result
in an E-museum-virtual museum.
Old business:
1. Elections
2. Field trips planned
3. Log in section on CMMFC website for
members only.
4. Universal Coprolite Day was celebrated on
Saturday, February 20 (actual day February
22)
New business:
1. Annual election, slate passed 16 yes:
President: Paul Murdoch
Vice President: Stephen Groff
Treasurer: Christa Conant
Secretary: Dave Bohaska
2. Volunteers needed for events: Sharkfest,
Patuxent River Appreciation Days, Maritime
Festival
3. CMMFC picnic at Long Beach in Summer
Lecture: Linda McCall: “30 million year old fossils
in living color from North Topsail Beach, North
Carolina
☼
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CALVERT MARINE MUSEUM
FOSSIL CLUB EVENTS

CMM Fossil Club
Ancient History…

Sunday, November 13, 2022. 12 noon, Pot luck
lunch. 2:00 pm In Person Fossil Club meeting and
3:00, free public lecture. Harms Gallery, Calvert
Marine Museum. We will attempt to host this
meeting as a hybrid with a live Zoom feed. Our
speaker at 3:00 will be JP Hodnett from Dinosaur
Park. The title of his presentation is: “The World of
Dinosaur Park!”
Summary: The sediments of the M-NCPPC Dinosaur
Park, located south of Laurel Maryland, represent an
approximately 115-112 million year old environment
that was rich in plant and animal life. Since 2018, new
research demonstrates a more complex ecology than
previously recognized based on new discoveries and
new interpretations of previous collections. New
excavations at Dinosaur Park includes the first large
dinosaur partial skeleton to be recognized in over a
century!

This blurry photo of the Calvert Marine Museum
Fossil Club was taken at Matoaka Beach Cabins
years ago when the club held its meetings in the
beachfront lodge seen behind the club meeting
attendees. Third from left, Mike and Kathy Ellwood,
with Elizabeth in arms. Seventh and ninth from left
(kneeling) Pat and Don Fink, Tenth is Paula, Nick
and Alex Bohaska, Thirteenth from left, at the back
in a dark shirt, first CMM Curator of Paleontology
Mike Gottfried. Fifteen and sixteenth are Bob and
Pam Platt. Twentieth person is Larry Smith, twentyfirst person is Mary Ashby, then kneeling is Sandy
Roberts, below the tall Wally Ashby, followed next by
Terry Cirrincione. Donna Richardson, and Betty
Cridlin are also in the mix. Far right, former CMM
Curator of Education Craig DeTemple. If you
recognize
any
others,
please
let
me
(Stephen.Godfrey@calvertcountymd.gov)
know.
Photo submitted by Dave Bohaska. ☼

Eat the Heat

☼
In the CMM Store…
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Meg Tattoo

Additions to the hierarchy of named fossil
“classes” of Godfrey and Collareta (2022) is quite
interesting and useful; however, we would have
preferred the descriptor “morphotypes” or
“catergories” instead of “classes” as the later term has
a different and fixed taxonomic classification
meaning. The category name “Class” and “Order”
have been used without definition or comparison in
fossils, and particularly ichnofossils, to the point of
meaninglessness. A better term is needed.
The article also seems a bit informal as the
new names were never completely stated as new
group names:
Kalapulite Godfrey and Collareta, 2022
Geviyyahlite Godfrey and Collareta, 2022
Phytogeviyyahlite Godfrey and Collareta, 2022
Zoogeviyyahlite Godfrey and Collareta, 2022
Morderolite Godfrey and Collareta, 2022

I met Camrin Degast along Calvert Cliffs and spotted
his lovely megalodon tattoo! Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Comments on the Higher Group
Names of Fossils as Broached in
The Ecphora
By Ernest H. Williams, Jr., and Lucy BunkleyWilliams
We present comments on Godfrey and
Collareta (2022) and follow them by presenting and
defining the group names Parasitarchaios,
Parasitogeviyyahlite, and Parasitoanomalos. We
comment on group names in general and suggest an
overall name “Kosmoessentia” for these names.
Finally, we present a table of many Kosmoessentia
(group names of fossils).
Comments on Godfrey and Collareta (2022)

Kalapulite (molds) are one of the most
common ichnofossils. A Geviyyahlite could also be
a trace fossil. It is one of the three largest divisions of
paleontological/geological fossils: (1) Geviyyahlites
(body fossils), (2) Ichnofossils (trace fossils), and (3)
pseudofossils. “Morderolite” may be more difficult
to separate from, or be useful from, its trace fossil,
than the authors state. Employment will be the test.
A bite-mark super category “Praedichnia” has already
been erected by Ekdale (1985). “Mordichnia” is a
similarly spelled, and similarly meaning, if rejected,
praedichnial subgroup that shows evidence of the
prey's death as a result of the attack, including bite
marks. Ichnotaxa Linichnus serratu and Knethichnus
parallelum are also striated dentical marks. These
previous terms should be discussed and distinguished.
New Fossil Parasite Group Categories
As parasitologists, we have been studying a
number of fossil parasites and fossil possibly
parasites. In this process, we noticed the lack of group
names for fossil parasites. The recent work of
Godfrey and Collareta (2022) has suggested to us that
similar group names for fossil parasites may be useful.
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Parasitarchaios
The term is from parasitus (Latin, parasite)
and archaios (Greek ancient). It simply means any
kind of fossil parasite or evidence of it.

Genera and ichnogenera are often confusingly used as
group names. When in group name use, they should
not be italicized. They may be based on generic
names either as root words, or whole words. The
author and date following the name is the one(s) who
Parasitogeviyyahlite
originated the group name, not the most recent reviser
This term is from parasitus (Latin, parasite)
(as is confusingly used). The most recent revisor(s)
and Geviyyahlite (fossil body). It means the body of
and date should follow the original author(s) and be
a parasite, or any recognizable part, fossilized. It is a
placed in brackets. If the author(s) and dates also
subcategory of Parasitarchaios and/or Geviyyahlite.
serve as a citation, then it is placed in parenthesis
The fossil body may be attached to, sticking out of an
instead of brackets.3,25
Formal names remain
orifice, or in a dismembered host. Also, it may be a
permanent, even after rejection. Names may be
recognizable parasite form in close association with a
rejected by 2 authorities, as long as no one objects.
host or not. The first such example was (Copepoda;
Rejected names may be revised into usage. Casual
Kensely and Patterson, 1973), Kabatarina pattersoni
names are usually based on common words in any
Cressey and Boxshall, 1989. Many more have
language and not capitalized or italicized. They may
followed. However, much controversary remains.
be translated for use. Of course, many exceptions and
variations on these recommendations exist (e.g.,
Parasitoanomalos
Dinosaur is both a Formal and a common name).
From parasitus (Latin, parasite) and anomalos
Some whole, large group names have been biological
(Greek irregular, anomaly).
This means the
controversies and unknowns for hundreds of years
modification of host bodies by parasites such as
(e.g., Conodonts). Other names are well documented
bumps in the carapaces of crustaceans, lesions,
in the Linnean Classification (e.g., Dinosaurs,
anomalies, etc. attributable to parasites. Swellings on
Trilobites), but still used for convenience.
the carapaces of crabs and shrimp may be the most
Usually, the highest rank used is ichnogenus,
common (Klompmaker et al., 2014), but others have
based on trace fossils with similar morphologies but
been reported. Klompmaker et al. (2014) erected a
subtle differences.
Some hierarchies of
new ichnogenus and ichnospecies, Kanthyloma
ichnosuperclass,
ichnosuperorder,
and
crusta, but not a higher category.
ichnoinfraclass have been suggested, but such
attempts are controversial and rejected.
The
International Code of Zoological Nomenclature
Comments on higher fossil-group names
became so frustrated with the trace fossil species mess
Group names of fossils are useful for holding
that in 1961 it threw out all ichnospecies named after
and sorting unidentified fossils and particularly
1930. In 1981, they reembraced and redefined
Ichnofossils (trace fossils). They often have formal
ichnotaxa (ICZN, 2012). They have curiously
names (e.g., Ichnofossil) and causal and/or common
overreached considering all categories of
names (e.g., trace fossils). They are largely based on
ichnofossils, not just those of animals. Trace fossils
morphology (e.g., Steinkern, cast fossil), on various
seem to have been created for fossil evidence for
classification systems (e.g., Oolithes, fossil eggs) and
which the scientific Linnaean species name could not
sometimes on origin (e.g., carbon films). Formal
be assigned. As such, the trace fossil ichnospecies
names should be based on Latin or Greek words,
name should become a synonym once the real species
although some have been formed from modern
is determined. Group names lack priority. Strangely,
languages. These exceptions should not be translated
trace fossil names seem to taken-on a life of their own.
when used. They should be capitalized, but not
This is incongruous.
italicized. Italics should be reserved for Linnean
The naming of a fossil group appears to be
species and genera, ichnospecies, and ichnogenera.
devoid of rules. We are aware of no enforcing
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authority of group names. Group names of fossils,
and particularly trace fossils and problematica have
always been in sort of the Wild West. Standardizing
and formally naming all group names would be
particularly useful.
New Overall Name for Group Names of Fossils

There seem to be many overlaps or
duplications
between/among
Kosmoessentias:
Aedificichnia and Calichnia; Apodichnites and trails;
Chronospecies, Chronostratigraphic, Evolutionary
Species, and Pseudoextinctions; Differentation Age
and Numerical Modifier; Enterolite and Enterospirae;
Equilibrichnia and Fugichnia; fossil wood and xyloid
lignite; Egg Parataxonomy, Oolites, and Veterovata;
Graptolite and Graptolithina; preserved remains and
subfossil; Toponomy and Toponomic; etc. These
should be better described, distinguished, or
synonymized. Harlaniella, Helicolithus, and
Helicorhaphe may be related; also Neonereites,
Palaeopascichnus,
and
Yelovichnus;
and
Archaeichnium,
Cloudina,
Muensteria,
Palaeophycus, and Taenidum; Dinomischus and
Siphusauctum.
Hierarchal classification has been proposed
and rejected for lack of proper definition and
comparison many times (Table 1). ICZN (2012) has
formally encompassed fossil species and genera but
this remains pseudotaxonomy. Forey et al. (2004)
discussed many of the problems of Kosmoessentias
but suggested few revisions and only hinted at a
possible solution (Web-based Taxonomy). And
rather quickly, Monsch (2006) argued against such
“Phylogenetic Nomenclature”. Obviously, many
problems remain. A series of papers terminating in
Bertling et al. (2022) have attempted to improve and
streamline ichnotaxonomy.
Many opinions exist supporting additional
group names or rejecting some we list. Nothing is
perfect. This is a vastly uncertain process trying to
advance our knowledge. Kosmoessentias is one of the
few, and possibly largest, systems in science created
with the purpose of self-elimination.
Probably, Kosmoessentias of fossils are useful
for their distinctions but hold no hierarchal
classification qualities. Such classifications have
failed and seem neither possible or useful. Origin,
form, strata, and biological classification cannot be
logically combined into a single hierarchal
classification system. Kosmoessentias are only the
path to knowledge, not the end. Eliminating and
resolving these mysteries is the goal.

Surprisingly, no overall unifying or categoric
name for these group terms has been proposed in the
hundreds of years they have been in use. Possibly,
these group names have appeared too diverse, and
their studies too distinct, to incorporate under any one
name. We believe an overall name for the large
number of group names (e.g., Table 1) may be of use,
even if it might sound redundant (group name for
group names?).
Kosmoessentia
From kosmos (Greek, order, arrangement) and
essential (Latin, substance of things).
Plural:
Kosmoessentias. The meaning, formations, and
origins of Kosmoessentias were stated above.
Common Name: fossil group names.
We have dabbled with new terms prior to this
paper. Coprolite formerly bridged the disciplines of
archaeology and paleontology with conflicting
meanings (e.g., Hunt et al., 2012). We suggested
division of the term “coprolite” into more appropriate,
and less conflicting, paleontological (Coprolite, by
priority) and archaeological (Precoprolite) terms
(Williams et al., 2015). We also redefined the
Caribbean (Williams and Bunkley-Williams, 2021),
and suggested restructuring common names of
species (Williams and Bunkley-Williams, 2003).
Thus, we are even more audacious than the authors
we commented upon (above) and should not
complain.
Kosmoessentias, fossil group names
The literature recognizes either 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
or 9 primary-formation groups of fossils. Some of
these differences are only due to semantics or
combinations/separations (e.g., Pseudofossils have
been numbered a 1, or a 0; Molds and Casts a 1 or 2.).
Listed as 1st (primary) in Table 1. Table 1 lists more
“primary” groups. These are no doubt due better
definition and characterization.
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Table 1. Examples of Kosmoessentias (group names of fossils)
Name

Author

Date

Definition

Place1

Acritarchs
Aedificichnia
Aestivichnia
Agrichnia
Amiskwia
Anthracite
Apodichnites (Order?)
araucariad forest
Archaeichnium2
Archaeoparasitology
Arenicolites
Asteriacites
Baltic amber
Bergaueri
Biogastroliths
bioglyphs
bioimmuration
borings
Bromalite
burrows
Calichnia
Cambroclaves (Class?)
Cambrowania ovata
carbon films
Carpoids
Cecidoichnia
chemofossils
Chemichnia
Chirotherium
Chronospecies
Chronostratigraphic
Chuaria
Cibichnia
Citinozoan
Clavate Borings
Cloudina3 (gen., family)
coal
Coccoliths
Coccolithophores
Colonite (=Cololith)
compression
Compression-mold
Conodont
conodont elements
Coprolite
Corrosichnia
Cubichnia
Cursichnia
Deltodus (genus)
Diagenetic Classification
Dickinsonia
Differentation Age
Digestichnia
Dinomischus
Dinosaur
Diplichnites
Diplocraterion
Domichnia
Dubiofossil
Ecdysichnia
Egg Parataxonomy6

Evitt
Bown & Ratcliffe
Verde et al.
Ekdale et al.
Walcott
casual
Hitchcock
casual
Glaessner
Reinhard
Salter
Von Schlotheim
casual
Prantl
Wings
Vassoevich3
casual
casual
Hunt
casual
Genise & Bown
Conway Morris & Chen
Tang & Xiao
casual
Jaekel
Mikuláš
casual
Bromely
Kaup
Gingerich
Cooper & Ni
Wilcott
Müller
Elsenack
Simon et al.
Hahn & Pflug
casual
Ehrenberg
Sorby
Agassiz
casual
McAlester
Pander
casual
Buckland
Mikuláš
Seilacher
Müller
Conway Morris & Roberts
Abdel-Fattah et al.
Sprigg
Farris
Vialov
Conway Morris
Owen
Dawson
Torell
Seilacher
Hoffman
Abel
Zi-Kui

1963
1988
2007
1984
1911
-1844
-1963
?1992
1857
1820
-1945
2007
1953
--1992
-1991
1991
2019
-1900
1999
-1996
1835
1979
1986
1899
1962
1931
1984
1985
-1836
1861
1833
-1962
1856
-1829
1999
1953
1962
1862
2011
1947
1976
1972
1977
1842
1873
1870
1953
1972
1935
1975

Unidentifiable very early microfossils
Structures outside infauna (nests, hives, etc.)
Domichnia subcategory spherical chambers
Burrow traps or bacterial culture
Slug(?) with a moustache and wing flaps
Black coal, hard coal
Footless trails
Fossil conifers mostly unnamed
Elongate tubular body fossils
Study of parasites in archaeology sites
Domichnia, U- or J-shaped burrow
5-rayed ichnofossils burrows of sea stars
Broad-leaf conifer resin
Domichnia, simple shallow pits
Natural calcium storing tissue in crustacean
features in burrow or boring walls
Overgrowth/subsuming by skeleton
Cavity in hard substratum
Coprolite or regurgitate without or within
Cavity in formerly soft substratum
structures for breeding (e.g., bee cells)
resemble a disc with a striated spike
Arthropod carapaces or early sponges
Only carbon remains from deterioration
Exoskeleton, narrow appendages (unknown)
Abnormal plant disease outgrowths
biomarkers or biosignatures in rock
Agrichnia for bacterial culture
Vertebrate trackway of 5 toes
n. sp. in sequence every 50 million years
n. sp. in each new stratum
Flatten remains planktonic organisms
All feeding trace fossils
Vase-shaped, microfossil, Ichnofossil
Vase-shaped cavities
Elongate tubular body fossils
Preservation media particularly for plants
skeletons of calcareous algae
Planktonic flagellate with calcareous shell
Fossil feces stuffed gut of fish
Water and gasses squeezed out
Mold squashed into a single layer
One of oldest fossil mysteries/debates4
important microfossil Index4
evacuated fecal material, many subcategories
rhizocretions of corrosive plant roots
Resting or hiding impression
Repichnia track traces
Crusher teeth, ratfish or shark(?)
ichnofossils relation to cement distribution5
Unknown bilaterally symmetrical ribbed oval
to establish phylogenic Rank with prefixes
Digestive tract materials
Flower-shaped invertebrate
Diverse Clade Dinosaura Owen, 1842
Arthropod trace way
Domichnia, U-shaped verticle burrow
Life position impression (usually burrows)
When unclear if Fossil or Pseudofossil
All kinds of moulting (ecdysis)
Dinosaur egg Linnean-like System

Prob
1st
2nd
2nd
Prob
2nd
1st
1st
Prob
Arch
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
Geol
2nd
2nd
1st
2nd
2nd
Prob
Prob
1st
Prob
2nd
1st
3rd
2nd
syst
syst
1st
2nd
2nd
2nd
Prob
-2nd
1st
2nd
1st
1st
Prob
Prob
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
Prob
syst
Prob
syst
2nd
Prob
1st
2nd
2nd
2nd
Prob
2nd
syst
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Elete trace fossil
Endoichnia
Endogene
Endogene Traces
Enterolite
Enterospirae
Entobia
Epichnia
Epigene Traces
Equilibrichnia
Evolutionary Species
Exichnia
Exogene
Faecichnia
Fixichnia
Fodinichnia
Fossil Guano
fossil wood
Fugichnia
Gastrochaenolites
Gastrolite
Gastroliths
Gastroliths from fossils
Geogastroliths
Geviyyahlite
Gluteus minimus
Gradichnia
Graptolite
Graptolithina (subclass?)
Gyrolithes8
Halbformen
Halkieria
Harlaniella9
Helicolithus9
Helicorhaphe9
Helminthoida
Horodyskia
Hyperostosed neurocranium
Hypichnia
Ichnocoenoses
Ichnofabric Index
Ichnofacies
Ichnofossil
Impedichnia
impression
index fossil
Indian fossil Manipulations
Irretichnia
Isotope Ratio
Intergene Traces
Jinonicella kolebabai
Kalapulite
Lagerstätte
Lepidophyllum (form genus)
Lepidostrobus (form genus)
Libodiscus ascitus
Lignite coal
Lobopodia (casual)
Lockeia
Lycopytes
Machaeridia
Microdictyon
molds
Molecular fossils
Mongolitubulus
Morderolite
Mortichnia
Movichnia
Muensteria2

casual
Martinsson
Seilacher
Chamberlain
Hoernes
Fritsch
Bronn
Martinsson
Chamberlain
Bromley
Simpson
Martinsson
Seilacher
Geyer
Gilbert et al.
Seilacher
El Baz
casual
Simpson
Nebelsick
Northwood
Mayne
Weiland
Wings
Godfrey & Collareta
Denis & Semken
Geyer
Linnaeus
Bronn
Saporta
Seilacher
Conway Morris & Peel
Sokolov
Noël
Ksiazkiewicz
Schafhäutl
Fedonkin & Yochelson
Gervais
Martinsson
Bromley
Droser & Bottjer
Seilacher
Buckland
Tapanila
casual
casual
casual
Vallon
Cowen
Chamberlain
Pokorny
Godfrey & Collareta
Seilacher
Cassini
Brongniart
Schafhäutl
casual
Cavalier-Smith (phylum)
James
variously & irradical
Henry
Decaisne
casual
Teibs
Missarzhevsky
Godfrey & Collareta
Seilacher
Müller
Deslongchamps

-1965
1953
1971
1904
1907
1837
1965
1971
1990
1961
1965
1953
1973
2004
1964
1968
-1975
2017
2005
1854
1906
2007
2022
1975
1973
1735
1849
1884
1953
1990
1972
1970
1970
1851
2002
1875
1965
1996
1986
1967
1828
2005
---2016
2005
1971
1978
2022
1970
1816
1828
1851
-1898
1879
-1928
1841
-1936
1977
2022
2007
1962
1835

Deep tier trace fossils
Found in the casting medium
Sediment same as organism
Sediment same as organism
Fossil prevoided feces in spiral valve
Fossil prevoided feces
circular/spherical connected chambers
Ridges or grooves on surface of bed
Quickly covered by different sediment
Burrowing up/down to avoid burial/expose
1 sp.-after-another in a fossil sequence
Traces other than forming media
In different sediment
Coprolites and regurgerilites
Etchings of anchoring to a mineral
Feeding burrows
Guano is accumulations of fecal material
Petrified, Mummified, Submerged Forest
Escaping burial traces
clavate boring in a hard substrate
Fossilized stomach contents
Rock held inside a gastrointestinal tract7
Gastroliths found in/near fossils
Gravel or sediment swallowed for digestion
Body fossil or any part there of (true form)
Fish tooth, branchipod, otolith(?)
Repichnia, = Cursichnia?
“Pictures resembling fossils”
Hemichordates resembling hieroglyphs
Vertical spiraling burrow
Ichnofossil interface between two strata
Long body with shell on each end
Global corkscrew trace fossil
Nannofossil lozenge-shaped bar on axis
Strings helicoidally twisted
meander traces with no turning points
String-of-beads fungus(?)
Fish “Tilly” Bone, excess bone growth
Ridges or grooves on underside of bed
Trace fossils from same community10
Degree of bioturbation in sedimentary rock
Rock surface characteristics11
Trace fossil, behavioral function12
Symbiotic bioclaustration, = impeditaxa?
Fossil pressed into soft substrate that hardens
or Guide Fossil, to formations or ages
Tools/ornaments made from fossils
Praedichnia, Trapping prey traces
Chemofossil from metabolic processes
Formed between 2 beds
unknown
Mold of fossil
Soft tissue fossils13
Detached leaf fossils
Fossil strobili
Looks like tear drop with a cell coat
Brown or soft coal, fossil medium
Early armored panarthropods with stubby legs
Amygdaloidal-ovoid mounds or depressions
Coal seam large common plant fossils
Armored segmented annelid
Sclerite-bearing faunas
Liquid fills a hollow space and hardens
Chemical Fossil from cellular biosynthesis
Small plates with broken spine bases
Bite marks in fossil
Biting and gnawing traces
Moving traces
Elongate tubular body fossils
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Prob
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
1st
2nd
2nd
2nd
syst
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
1st
2nd
2nd
2nd
1st
2nd
2nd
1st
Prob
2nd
?
?
Prob
2nd
Prob
Prob
Prob
Prob
Prob
Prob
Prob
Geol
Ecol
Geol
Geol
1st
2nd
1st
-Arch
2nd
2nd
2nd
Prob
1st
syst
Prob
Prob
Prob
2nd
Prob
2nd
-Prob
Prob
1st
2nd
Prob
2nd
2nd
Prob
Prob
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Myoscholex
Nannoconus
nannofossil
nannoliths
Natichnia
Navichnia
Nectocaris
Neonereites14
Numerical Modifier
Novosaurs
Odontolite
Oolithes
Ophiomorpha
Orbisiana14
Palaeopascichnus14
Palaeophycus2
PaleoIndian artifacts
Paleoparasitology
Paleodictyon
Palmoxylon
Parasitarchaios
Parasitoanomalos
Parasitogeviyyahite
Pascichnia
Pathogastroliths
petrified fossils
Peytoia (genus)
PhyloCode
Phytogeviyyahlite
plesion
Pohlspia
Polychresichnia
Polypodichnites (Order)
portion/subunit label
Praedichnia18
Precoprolite
preserved remains
Problematica19
Pseudexogene
Pseudoextinctions
pseudofossils
Pupichnia
Quietichnia
Receptaculitids (genus)
Regurgitalite
Repichnia
Reservoir Ichnology
Resin
rhisocorallium-like
Rothpletzella (genus)
Rusophycus
Siphusauctum (genus)
Skolithos
small shellies
Sphenophytes (Class)
Spenoichnia
Spongeliomorpha
Sporopollenin
Steinkern
Stratospecies
Stromatolite
Styliolines
subfossil
Taenidum2
Taphichnia
Temporal Span
Teredolithus
Thalassinoides
Tonganoxichnia

Glaessner
Kamptner
casual
casual
Müller
Gingras et al.
Cnray Morris
Seilacher
Henning
Frazer
Theophastus(?)
Buckman
Frey et al.
Sokolov
Pilaj
Hall
casual
Reinhard
Swinbanks
Schenk
Williams & Bunkley
Williams & Bunkley
Williams & Bunkley
Seilacher
Wings
casual
Walcott
Cantino & de Queroiz
Godfrey & Collareta
Patterson & Rosen
Kluessendorf & Doyle
Hasiotis
Hitchcock
Forey et al.
Ekdale
Williams & Bunkley
casual
casual
Seilacher
Forey et al.
casual
Genise
Müller
Defrance
Hunt & Lucas
Seilacher
Knaust
casual
Wistort et al.
Wood
Crimes
O’Brien & Kran
Haldeman
casual
Agrdh
Mikuláš
Saporta
Zetzsche et al.
Grabau
Sylverster-Bradley
Kalkowsky
casual
casual
casual
Pemberton et al.
Ferris
Bartsch
Ehrenberg
Mangano et al.

1979
1931
--1962
2007
1976
1960
1966
2022
-350
1860
1978
1976
1976
1847
-1992
1982
1882
2022
2022
2022
1964
2007
-1911
2000
2022
1977
2000
2003
1844
2004
1985
2015
--1953
2004
-2007
1962
1827
2012
1964
2014
-2019
1948
1987
2012
1840
-1825
1999
1887
1931
1899
1956
1908
---1992
1976
1930
1944
1997

Only trunk muscles
Vase of bell-shaped microfossils
minute plankton, especially calcareous alga
Nannofossils
Repichnia, swimming traces
Within substrate swimming traces
armless cuttlefish(?), 2 long tentacles, funnel
Horizonal burrow, fecal pellets(?)
Numbers added to indicate additional taxa
reversal of chicken to dinosaur
turquoise fossil15
Fossil eggs16
Burrow nodose outside, branching irregular
aggregated spherical/hemispherical bodies
purported meander traces
Elongate tubular body fossils
Technically considered fossils
Study of fossil parasites of non-humans18
fossil xenophyophore
Fossil palm wood
Fossil parasites or evidence there of
Fossil evidence of parasite in host
Fossil parasite bodies
Grazing impressions
Bezoars, mass of indigestible materials
Stone fossils
Mouthparts jellyfish, body shrimp
definition tied to a phylogenetic hypothesis
Botanical body fossil
Sister modifier of an extant taxon
Earliest octopus(?)
Multiple trace fossils together
Traces of animals with more than 4 feet
Body part or stage suffix [label]
evidence of predation, including bite marks
Unfossilized preserved feces
Archaeological, mummified, frozen, etc.
Unidentifiable, unclassifiable19
Foreign sediment around
Breaks or gaps in a lineage
Looks like, but not, a fossil
Pupation, smooth inside, rough outside
Domichnia and Cubichnia traces
benthic reef-forming calcareous algae/sponge
Many terms for fossil puke
Animal track impressions
Classification system for Ichnofossils
Embedded in amber/copal
supports bioturbated origin of chert nodules
Calcimicrobe, green algae(?)
Global trace fossil zone
Resembles Dinomischus, tulip-shaped
Domichnia, vertical tube
Variety, origin biomineralized animals(?)
Fossil horsetailes etc.
Root growth bioturbation
Mazes with branching, horizontal tunnels
cross-linked stable pollen/spore polymer
Cast fossil, endocast20
distinguished for being in different strata
Photosynthetic microbial cemented mound21
Break of sides jamming together(?)
Partially fossilized (see preserved)
Elongate tubular body fossils
Fugichnia buried alive
Time of existence = phylogenic Rank
Shipworm borings +/- calcite linings
Domichnia, complexly branched burrow
Swimming/flying surface trace makers
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Prob
Prob
Prob
Prob
2nd
2nd
Prob
Prob
syst
Gene
Geol
syst
2nd
Prob
Prob
Prob
Arch
2nd
1st
1st
2nd
3rd
3rd
nd
2nd
1st
Prob
syst
2nd
syst
Prob
2nd
2nd
syst
2nd
Arch
Arch
Prob
-syst
0
2nd
reje
Prob
syst
1st
syst
1st
Prob
Prob
Prob
Prob
2nd
Prob
1st
2nd
2nd
1st
2nd
syst
1st
Prob
Arch
Prob
reje
syst
2nd
2nd
2nd
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Toponomy
Toponomic
Tracts
trails
Treptichnus8
Treptichnids (others)8
trilobite
Trilobozoa22 (phylum)
Triplicatella
Tullymonstrum
Unifissurinella
Urolite
Xenophyophore
Vetulicolians (phylum-gen.?)
Veterovata13,23
Vetustovermis
Volborthella
Volichnia
Vollformen
Web-based Taxonomy
Westgardia (genus)
Wiwaxia
Xylichnia
xyloid lignite
Yelovichnus15
Zoogeviyyahlite

Martinsson
Simpson
casual
casual
Crimes
casual
casual
Fedonkin
Sepkoski
Richardson
Poignant
Duvernoy
Brady
Hou
Vialo
Glaessner
Schmidt
Müller24
Seilacher
Forey et al.
Rowland & Carlson
Walcott
Genise
casual
Fedonkin
Godfrey & Collareta

Table Footnotes: 1Placement in primary (1st),
secondary (2nd), etc. fossil categories. We are unable
to make and hierarchal placements. 2Archaeichnium,
Cloudina, Muensteria, Palaeophycus, and Taenidum
are probably related. 3bioglyphs Vassoevich, 1953
[Mikuláš, 1998]. 4Group names for subcategories
were named in 1934 and are still used. We do not list
them because they have been superseded by a more
formal classification. Further, Blieck et al. (2010) and
Turner et al. (2010) all but destroyed this
classification. 5This term refers to Conodont teethlike microfossils. Most species are only based on
these isolated forms. 6diagenetic classification of
trace fossils and their relationship to cement
distribution in sedimentary rocks; 7The term
Parataxonomy is a system of labor division for use in
biodiversity research, in which the rough sorting of
specimen
collection,
field
identification,
documentation, and preservation are conducted by
less specialized individuals. 8Wings (2007) redefined
the term and classified the types; 9Gyrolithes,
Treptichnus, and other Treptichnids may be related.
10
Harlaniella, Helicolithus, and Helicorhaphe may be
related. 11An assembly of trace fossils that were all
generated by members of the same community. They
can be components of Ichnofaces. Each has been

1970
1975
--1987
--1985
2002
1966
1991
1844
1883
1987
1972
1979
1888
1962
1953
2004
1983
1911
1995
-1985
2022

Sediment of origin
Classification system for Ichnofossils
1 or 2 footprints
3 or more footprints or squiggles
Global shallow tier trace fossils
Global shallow tier trace fossils
Class Trilobita Walch, 1877
Triradial symmetry look like bread rolls
Cap-shaped early Cambrian
snout with toothy pincers, 2 stalked eyes
resembling a tiny calzone pizza
Fossilized urine
Xenophyophore fossil not confirmed
most primitive deuterostomes
All fossil eggs (Oolites, Egg Parataxonomy)
pelagic slug-like, foot, head, eyes, tentacles
small agglutinated cones with a central lumen
Repichnia impression of flying organism
Basic ichnofossil whole form in sediment
Combination of characteristics as modern
Stone with a kink (6 cm)
Ball of spines
Wood borings
fossil wood, Jet (hard gemstone)
purported meander traces
Zoological body fossil

syst
syst
3rd
3rd
Prob
Prob
1st
Prob
Prob
1st
Prob
1st
Prob
Prob
syst
Prob
Prob
3rd
2nd
syst
Prob
Prob
2nd
2nd
Prob
2nd

given a specific name, author(s), date. 12A rock
sequence, the defining characteristics of which
include its lithology and sedimentary structures, with
or without Ichnofossils, used with some
controversary, to attempt characterization the
environment in which they formed. Geological, not
paleontological. Each has been given a specifc name,
author(s), date. 13ichnogenus (igen.), ichnospecies
(isp.), etc. A taxon (genus, species, etc.) only known
by its work, e.g. footprints, nests, or bite marks.
Although, ICZN (2012) has removed the behavioral
requirement (Bertling et al., 2006). Traces include
including burrows, borings and etchings, tracks and
trackways, coprolites, gastroliths, regurgitaliths,
nests, woven cocoons, spider webs, leaf mines, some
type of galls, bite and gnaw structures. 14Biota so
quickly covered and fossilized than intricate soft parts
were preserved. 15Neonereites, Palaeopascichnus,
and Yelovichnus may be related. 16Fossil bone or
tooth that consists of the phosphate mineral apatite
coloured blue by vivianite. It resembles turquoise but
may be distinguished chemically. 17Taxonomy
Veterovata up to oofamily.
Veterovata is a
classification system of fossil eggs separate,
unrelated, and distinct from all other classification
systems. Eggs are not recognized as Ichnofossils by
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ICZN (2012). Many other systems have been
18
proposed.
Controversy if archaeology or
paleontology term or both. Reinhard (1992) split the
term into human and nonhuman parasite terms.
19
trace fossils that show evidence of predatory
behavior, such as the drill holes (borings) left in shells
by carnivorous gastropods, or more dramatically, the
bite marks found on some vertebrate bones. 20A nonexistant group dumping ground for unknowns and
some of the greatest mysteries in paleontology. Some
were haphazardly named as species and genera, but
these are really only groups. 21Hippocephaloi Plot,
1677; Botstones Martin, 1703; 22We walked through
fields of fossil ones in Australia, observed living ones
in the Bahamas. 23Species, genera, and families
unfortunately erected. No more than an unrelated,
dumbing group. 24Mikhailov et al. (1996) updated,
25
expanded, unified, and improved.
Volichnia
Müller, 1962 [Vallon et al., 2016].
Table Abbreviations: Arch = related Archaeology
term; casual = common name only without technical
definition or scientific name; Ecol = related
Ecological term; Gene = related genetic term; Geol =
related Geological term; Prob = Problematica;19 reje
= rejected; syst = separate system of classification.
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Beetle on the Beach

Dr. Perez, Visiting Professor
We are excited to announce that Dr. Victor
Perez is now a visiting assistant professor at St.
Mary’s College of Maryland in the Department of
Environmental Studies. He will retain an affiliation
with the Calvert Marine Museum as a Research
Associate. Victor did so many wonderful things for
the Museum during his postdoctoral tenure here
including spearheading the shark exhibit and megtooth replacement project, to name just a few of the
biggies. ☼

SharkFest

This scarab beetle trundling-trail in the sand along
Calvert Cliffs is directly comparable to the trace
fossils that preserve arthropod walking trackways.
See the following publication for some examples:
https://www.app.pan.pl/archive/published/app63/ap
p004672018.pdf
Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

We had a great turnout of paleo department
volunteers for this year’s SharkFest. Here, Jessica
Allen displays a greatly enlarged sculpted model of a
stingray tail spine. In addition to Jessica, Christa
Conant, Stephen Groff, Walt Johns, Marcus Jones,
John Nance, Dr. Victor Perez, Bill Prochownik, and
Tee Smith kept our many visitors interested in sharkrelated fossils. Photo by S. Godfrey.
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Many thanks to Mike Ellwood, Stephen Groff and
John Nance for proofreading this edition.
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